
If you are a landlord, contractor, architect, building 
owner or manager, it’s your responsibility to ensure 

the safety of buildings and their occupants.

BUT, substandard fire doors are putting lives  
at risk every day across the UK.

Third-party certification of fire doors and doorsets 
provides crucial evidence that a fire door will perform 

as designed, ensuring lives and property are protected.  

Third-party certification is the only way to ensure 
that a fire door will perform as designed to hold back 

smoke and fire to save lives. The only way to   
BE CERTAIN is to BE CERTIFIED.

Third-party certified fire doors all display a label or plug so you 
can identify them. This will tell you the fire door rating for its 
minimum tested burn performance (e.g. FD30 for minimum 

30 minutes). The label will provide full traceability of the door 
back through the supply chain. But what’s behind the label?

THE FIRE DOOR LABEL

Independent 
evidence of fire 

door performance 

Compliance with 
regulations to give 
you peace of mind

Traceability through 
the supply chain to 
access important 

certification 
information

Confidence that 
your fire door will 

perform as designed 
to stop the spread 
of fire and smoke
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FIRE TESTING
A full-sized fire door assembly is tested in 
accordance with BS 476: Part 22 or BS EN 1634‑1 
at a UKAS accredited test facility so you can 
BE CERTAIN of its performance and the scope 
of certification.

REGULAR AUDITS 
The fire door is subjected to regular scrutiny 
to BE CERTAIN that the test results are 
repeatable and not a one‑off result. 

MANUFACTURING PROCESS AUDIT
The fire door manufacturers, or licensed 
processors are audited by a UKAS accredited 
certification organisation. This means you 
can BE CERTAIN that manufacturing and 
management processes deliver consistency in 
fire door production. 

ARE YOUR FIRE DOORS
FIT FOR PURPOSE?

BE CERTAIN, BE CERTIFIED

For more information on fire door third-party certification visit: 
https://firedoors.bwf.org.uk/be-certain-be-certified/  

or search #BeCertainBeCertified

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF 
THIRD‑PARTY CERTIFICATION?

https://firedoors.bwf.org.uk/be-certain-be-certified/

